Time-Resolved Neutron Interferometry and the Mechanism of Electromechanical Coupling in Voltage-Gated Ion Channels.
The mechanism of electromechanical coupling for voltage-gated ion channels (VGICs) involved in neurological signal transmission, primarily Nav- and Kv-channels, remains unresolved. Anesthetics have been shown to directly impact this mechanism, at least for Kv-channels. Molecular dynamics computer simulations can now predict the structures of VGICs embedded within a hydrated phospholipid bilayer membrane as a function of the applied transmembrane voltage, but significant assumptions are still necessary. Nevertheless, these simulations are providing new insights into the mechanism of electromechanical coupling at the atomic level in 3-D. We show that time-resolved neutron interferometry can be used to investigate directly the profile structure of a VGIC, vectorially oriented within a single hydrated phospholipid bilayer membrane at the solid-liquid interface, as a function of the applied transmembrane voltage in the absence of any assumptions or potentially perturbing modifications of the VGIC protein and/or the host membrane. The profile structure is a projection of the membrane's 3-D structure onto the membrane normal and, in the absence of site-directed deuterium labeling, is provided at substantially lower spatial resolution than the atomic level. Nevertheless, this novel approach can be used to directly test the validity of the predictions from molecular dynamics simulations. We describe the key elements of our novel experimental approach, including why each is necessary and important to providing the essential information required for this critical comparison of "simulation" vs "experiment." In principle, the approach could be extended to higher spatial resolution and to include the effects of anesthetics on the electromechanical coupling mechanism in VGICs.